
Course 4:  Holistic Lifestyle 

Class 1:  Introduction 

 

Master Charles … Welcome … 

I take this opportunity to welcome you in the awareness of our oneness … one source … 

one consciousness … one god … one life … a unity in diversity … the One is the many.  It is in 

this holistic awareness in this very moment that you are welcomed. 

First and foremost, let us be as wakeful as it is possible for us to be. Let’s practice the 

Balance Position.  We live in a relative reality with two polarities. Let’s call them the objective 

outside and the subjective inside.  The objective outside is the default dominant polarity.  to 

create balance, we simply emphasize the interior inside, so open your awareness in this 

moment.  Include the interior inside of your being that is simultaneous to the outside exterior.  

The inside interior is always quiet, peaceful, calm, still.  The outside is dynamic and noisy.  

Simply open your awareness and maintain the simultaneity of the interior and the exterior.  In 

this way we create balance and our holistic awareness expands, and we enjoy holistic 

experience.  Let’s maintain this Balance Position as we continue. 

 

 Let‟s begin with a quotation. It goes like this: 

                  “The mystery of life is not a problem to solve, but a reality to experience. 

         --Frank Herbert 

 

Welcome to the Holistic Lifestyle Course. Modern Spirituality, which includes 

Synchronicity Holistic Lifestyle and High-Tech Meditation, is a holistic philosophy of life and 

lifestyle relevant to the times in which we live.   The most important principle of Modern 

Spirituality is balance, because fulfillment in life is proportional to wholeness, and wholeness is 

proportional to balance within the relative reality that governs all experience.  Balance is thus 

the gateway to holistic experience, and the Holistic Lifestyle is thus based on the time-honored 

principle of balance.  

Throughout recorded human history, human beings have tried to understand how 

wholeness and ultimate fulfillment in life can be constantly experienced.  In this understanding, 

most people live life as a problem to be solved. But those who understand and practice the 

Holistic Lifestyle soon realize that life, truthfully experienced, is a miraculous creation and is, 

itself, the fulfillment that we seek. 



You may ask, “How is it possible to be the same holistic consciousness that is all and 

everything and not know it?” The answer, simply put, is “pretense”. Yes you are consciousness, 

I am consciousness, everything is consciousness -- the same consciousness -- because there is 

only One. Within consciousness there is the primary intention to fully be itself.  Yet to fully be 

itself necessitates the experience of itself.  Thus, in order for consciousness to experience itself, 

it creates a two-polarity relative reality as the arena of its experience because, again, all 

experience is relative.    

This is a conundrum in consciousness, because if you are consciousness and you are 

all and everything (including both relative polarities), how can you experience what you are not?  

You can‟t.  You‟re everything.  So the only way you can experience what you are not is through 

pretense.  You have to create a fantasy.  And you have to invest yourself into that fantasy.  And 

this is the principle of illusion. Further, the primary illusion is the illusion of separation, which in 

the ancient traditions in Sanskrit was given the name „Maya‟ — that power within consciousness 

by which it obscures itself from itself, limits its self-awareness, forfeits the awareness of itself as 

one, and invests in the pretense that there are two (which is really just an illusory duality).  This 

unfolds in the involutionary cycle of human experience; and in this seeming duality, subject is 

illusorily perceived as separate from object.  Furthermore, the ego is created as the instrument 

to create and perpetuate this dualistic illusion so that consciousness can experience what it is 

not (through pretending to not be the one consciousness that, in truth, it is).  When 

consciousness is full in the experience of what it is not, it awakens from the dream.  And the 

subsequent evolutionary cycle unfolds and (relationally) consciousness experiences the truth of 

what it is relative to the illusion of what it is not. 

 Let’s pause for a moment and bring our focus again to the Balance Position.  The 

Balance Position allows us to actualize the principle of balance.  Open your awareness … focus 

on the inside interior of your being … maintain it simultaneous to the exterior (the objective).  I 

am your exterior -- your objective polarity -- appearing on this screen.  Simultaneous to it is the 

interior of your being.  It is silent and still and quiet and peaceful while the exterior is dynamic 

and noisy.  When we focus on the interior and allow it to be simultaneous to the exterior, our 

holistic awareness expands and we are wakeful … present in the here and now happening that 

is consciousness.  So let’s continue to maintain our wakefulness as we continue this 

presentation. 

When one is full in the experience of illusion of what one is not (and its resultant 

suffering), there arises an automatic balance point in relative reality.  And that balance point is 

between the involutionary cycle and the evolutionary cycle, between illusion and truth — what 



we are not and what we are.  When we reach that balance point, full in the experience of what 

we are not, a gateway opens in our consciousness and we glimpse the truth of who we are --  

relative to the illusion of what we are not.  We awaken from the illusory dream.   

We dreamed this dream that we were separate and different from all and everything.  

We identified with the dream.  We immersed ourselves in it and lived it as reality and never 

questioned it.  It would be like you, during your sleep time, having a dream and not awakening 

from it -- remaining in the dream and fully believing that the dream was real. And you dreamed 

through eons of time, identified with the content of your dream until the moment came that you 

woke up.  You awakened from the dream and you said “Ah!  I‟m awake.  That was a dream.  I 

can‟t believe it was a dream. It seemed so real. Now I see.  It was just a dream and in truth I am 

here and it is now and I am alive and awake.  I am so much more than the dream.”   

From this point forward in life, we enter into the evolutionary cycle of individuated 

consciousness where, progressively, the truth is more fully experienced and disempowers 

illusion.  The truth of wakeful, real, holistic, conscious experience disempowers the illusion of 

separation and the ego-driven mind that perpetuated it.  And this is what Modern Spirituality is 

all about.  It is about understanding this holistic model, understanding this process and 

observing the unfolding of holistic experience in our lives.   

Oftentimes, people consider the word synchronicity and try to relate it to its old and 

popular definition according to Carl Jung, which was the experience of meaningful coincidence.  

But, of course, that has long since been updated, and the current, truthful definition of the word 

synchronicity is:  “the integrative flow of one unified consciousness”.  This describes the 

evolutionary cycle and the experience of holistic consciousness.  So the experience of 

Synchronicity, the experience of modern spirituality, is all about the progressive unification in 

our consciousness, from the illusion of separation into a truthful unification of the two polarities 

as the same one because -- in truth -- there is only One.  Such is the nature of true holistic 

reality.  

 Remember the Balance Position? Remember the principle of balance and that holistic 

experience is wakefulness, which is proportional to balance within relative reality.  Let’s focus 

our awareness, and open it to include both polarities (the non-dominant interior of our being 

simultaneous to the dominant exterior) …  inside is quiet, peaceful … outside is noisy, dynamic. 

Simultaneous in our awareness, balance is created … inside, outside -- our holistic awareness 

expands … inside, outside -- the same consciousness.  Both polarities are the same One.  

There is only One.  Always remember, holistic experience is proportional to balance in the 

relative reality that governs all experience.  Let us maintain our balanced focus as we continue. 



Holistic Models of Reality have existed in the West for many years, mostly in academic 

and philosophical settings.  However, they have not been actualized as experience for lack of a 

Holistic Lifestyle.  Almost 30 years ago, I introduced Modern Spirituality, which includes the 

Holistic Lifestyle and High-Tech Meditation.  I introduced it as the means of actualizing the 

Holistic Model of Reality. My intention in creating this course on Holistic Lifestyle is simply to 

share the experience, to explain it as best I can so that you have a thorough understanding of 

how to construct your daily life to fully support the actualization of your own holistic experience 

and its resultant fulfillment. The illusion of separation is very strong in dense-dimensional 

experience. The negative, limiting polarity dominates the dense dimensions. To actualize 

holistic experience, balance is essential. One must become whole, and wholeness is 

proportional to balance. With wholeness, the subtle dimensions actualize and the amplitude of 

our personal power radically increases.  Only then can holistic experience be sustained.  

The best way for any person to increase the holistic amplitude of their personal power is through 

practicing what is known as the Holistic Lifestyle.  Yes, it‟s a practice, something you live every 

day.  That‟s the only way to actualize the holistic experience that you seek.  In fact, “it” only 

becomes a reality by living it, never by merely seeking it.  Experiencing that there is only One 

demands a lifestyle, and that is the Holistic Lifestyle which has to be based on the foremost 

principle of relative reality -- the principle of balance.  

Again, wholeness is proportional to balance in relative reality and, therefore, the holistic 

lifestyle is based on the principle of balance.  Since the negative polarity is the default dominant, 

in order to actualize balance, emphasis must be placed on the non-dominant opposite, or the 

positive polarity. Therefore, the emphasis is on interior over exterior … the subject over object 

… the positive over negative … holistic truth over dualistic illusion.   In this way, both polarities 

are equalized and balance is created. The resulting experience is progressive integrative 

wholeness, or unified consciousness and its resultant fulfillment.  It could be said that the 

holistic lifestyle calls for an interior/subjective science to address the exterior/objective science 

on a daily basis.  In this way, an emphasis on balance evolves a progressive integrative 

wholeness rather than an imbalanced, polarized isolationism that is exterior dominant in its 

focus.  Again, fulfillment in human experience is through wholeness -- which is always 

proportional to relative balance.   

 Remember our Balance Position?  Open your awareness … increase your focus.  Be 

aware of the interior (the non-dominant positive polarity) simultaneous to the dominant exterior 

(the negative polarity).  Allow them both to exist simultaneously, the inside of you and the 

outside.  As balance is created, holistic awareness expands; and we experience being wakeful, 



more fully alive in the here and now of life, of one blissful consciousness happening.  Let us 

maintain this balanced focus, as we continue. 

The Holistic Lifestyle can best be understood through a dimensional representation.  It 

begins with the denser dimensions of our human multi-dimensionality, and they are the physical, 

the emotional, and the mental.  In the Synchronicity Holistic Model of Reality, we term these 

dense dimensions the Primary Trinity because they are the foundation of our human multi-

dimensionality.   Until the dense dimensional Primary Trinity is sustained in balance, it is 

impossible to actualize the subtle dimensions, and they are the subtle, the causal, and the 

supra-causal.  Therefore, wholeness or multi-dimensional actualization begins with an emphasis 

on the Primary Trinity of the physical, emotional and Mental Dimensions of human experience.   

When the Primary Trinity is sustained in balance, there is harmonic coherence within it and the 

subtler dimensions then actualize as a result. Harmonic coherence is the signature frequency of 

vibration of multi-dimensional wholeness. The more harmonic our vibration, the more holistic is 

our experience.  Again, this is a progressive process of ever-increasing integrative wholeness 

with an emphasis on the importance of balancing the dense dimensions of the Primary Trinity — 

the physical, the emotional and the Mental Dimensions.  And again, positive polarity emphasis 

in each dimension is the key to balance.   

The Holistic Lifestyle requires focused vigilance to insure that a balanced biochemistry is 

maintained in the Physical Dimension through balanced nutrition and exercise.  Maintaining a 

balanced hormonal system and balanced emotional expression creates balance within the 

Emotional Dimension and, lastly, maintaining a balanced neurochemical system and balanced 

mental expression is required within the Mental Dimension. We‟ll discuss the mechanics of 

balance within these dimensions a little later, but now let‟s briefly consider the subtle 

dimensions and their relationship to the dense dimensions. 

The Subtle Dimensions are the Subtle, the Causal and the Supra-causal. The relative 

field governs all dimensions of the multi-dimensional whole.  The subtle dimensions are termed 

subtle because, within them, the relative polarities are subtly represented.  Within the 

progressive process of evolving integrative wholeness, the subtle dimensions become dominant 

and transcend and include the dense dimensions.  Thus, the physical, the emotional and the 

mental cognition of the dense dimensions is transcended and subtle vibrational information 

replaces dense data and thought process. This is experienced as vibrational oscillation between 

the relative polarities.  The relative oscillation or the frequency of vibration of the relative field 

proportionally accelerates from dense to the subtle dimensions.   



The subtle dimensions, therefore, vibrate very rapidly, at the speed of light and beyond 

toward infinite velocity. The balance resulting from this accelerated frequency of vibration 

delivers the expansion of holistic awareness.   Within the subtle dimensions, the space-time 

continuum is bent and reality becomes more non-linear or simultaneous in experience.  The 

past, present and future of linear time-space merge into the eternal now of simultaneous reality.  

This is experienced as the constancy or continuity of unified consciousness or wholeness. 

Source Consciousness is less obscured from itself in the subtler dimensions and more in the 

recognition of itself as One.  Again, ultimately there is only One. The subtle dimensions are 

marked by a detachment from the denser dimensions of the Primary Trinity — the physical, 

emotional and mental.  This detached observation, or more holistic perspective, is termed 

witness consciousness.  In subtle-dimensional actualization, one is a detached witness of the 

physical, emotional and Mental Dimensions.  This is the experience of expansive holistic 

awareness.  The Holistic Lifestyle is simply living with holistic awareness.  Holistic awareness, 

however, is proportional to balance in the Relative Field that governs all experience.  Just as 

meditation actualizes balance through an interior focus, the Holistic Lifestyle actualizes balance 

through an exterior focus.   

 Let’s pause again and focus in the here and now moment on the Balance Position.  

Focus on the interior of your being … allow it to be simultaneous to the exterior … the inside of 

you and the outside of you … simultaneous to each other.  You can’t have one without the 

other.  One can dominate but not eliminate the other, so emphasize the non-dominant polarity 

… the inside …  that place in you that is always peaceful, quiet, still, in relation to the noisy and 

dynamic exterior.  As the two polarities balance, wakefulness increases, holistic awareness 

expands …  and we enjoy holistic experience right here and right now as we are aware that 

both polarities are the same consciousness … outside … inside … same One.  There is only 

One, and this is holistic experience based on and actualized through the principle of balance.  

Let’s maintain this Balance Position as we continue. 

Synchronicity High-Tech Meditation and Holistic Lifestyle progressively deliver the 

experience of wholeness and blissful fulfillment.  They actualize the fullness of human 

experience as One Blissful Consciousness … One Blissful Consciousness in the recognition of 

itself, the awareness of itself.  Remember, the mechanics of creating balance is simple — 

emphasize the non-dominant polarity, which  is the positive polarity. In the Holistic Lifestyle, we 

first apply this principle to the Physical, Emotional and Mental dimensions of our human 

experience. Let‟s look at those briefly. 



In the Physical Dimension, the negative polarity shows up as dis-ease. The daily 

repetition of a poor diet and lack of exercise results in toxic buildup and ultimately in disease. 

The Holistic Lifestyle emphasizes the positive polarity, the non-dominant polarity, with a 

constant focus on healthy biochemically-balanced diet and regular daily exercise.  

In the Emotional Dimension, we emphasize the positive polarity again by choosing to focus 

upon the positive emotions and feelings. We habitually and unconsciously flow negative 

emotions and feelings.  They are the default dominant, so we must create a wakeful focus of 

flowing loving, harmonious emotions and feelings continuously, throughout every day.  Thus, we 

bring balance to the Emotional Dimension of our experience.  Furthermore, a healthy and 

balanced Physical Dimension supports the development of positive emotional experience and a 

healthy Emotional Dimension. 

In the Mental Dimension, we create balance by consciously choosing positive, truthful 

thoughts as opposed to habitual unconscious life-negative, illusory thoughts. Over time, after we 

establish enough balance we can progress to less thinking altogether. Stillness develops in 

relation to activity. A consistently positive and balanced Emotional Dimension supports the 

development of positive Mental Dimensional experience.  

In summary, the Holistic Lifestyle is all about living with awareness in the „here and now 

moment‟ or what has been truthfully termed, „the eternal now‟. This is the balance point, the 

space between the polarities of relative reality, and it requires wholeness and wholeness is 

proportional to balance.  So living the Holistic Lifestyle is a technology we use to create balance 

in our waking hours of the day.  Herein, we learn to live with balance in relation to our „exterior‟ 

experience. Combined with High-Tech Meditation, which delivers balance through emphasis of 

our „interior‟ focus, we create a unified field within our multi-dimensional consciousness.  The 

end result is the expansion of our holistic awareness and the magnification of our innate bliss 

within the recognition of who we truly are — the One Consciousness that is all and everything, 

One with no „other‟. It is in the substantiation of holistic experience that we master being human. 

This introductory session has set the context of the Holistic Lifestyle for the classes that 

follow.  Our Synchronicity Certified Teachers will lead you through a more detailed delineation of 

the principles and the mechanics of balance, beginning where we have to begin as human 

beings -- in the Physical Dimension, which is where our feet are -- and proceeding through the 

Emotional and Mental Dimensions, thus completing the Primary Trinity.  Following these 

classes, they will continue in a comprehensive review of the Synchronicity Technologies of Now 

— proven techniques and technologies to assist you in creating balance and maintaining it in 

our imbalanced world. They will assist you to not only understand the principles and mechanics 



of balance and proportional wholeness and fulfillment but to actualize the holistic experience for 

yourself. This is truly what the Holistic Lifestyle is all about. 

 So let’s have one final reminder of the Balance Position.  Let’s focus our awareness 

once again and open it to include the non-dominant interior that is simultaneous to the dominant 

exterior … the inside that is quiet and peaceful and still and empty in relation to the dominant 

outside … the exterior that is dynamic and noisy.  We allow both polarities simultaneously 

existing in our awareness and, as we do so, our holistic awareness expands.  We are more 

wakeful in the here and now of consciousness happening as both polarities … the inside is 

consciousness …  the outside is consciousness.  There is only One, one blissful consciousness.  

It is you, it is me, it is all and everything …  and this is true holistic experience. 

 I‟m happy to have shared this experience with you and, in conclusion, I‟ll simply say 

once again I welcome you in the awareness of our Oneness.  YES! 

 

 

 


